
Eagles defeat Newburg
The Vienna Eagles

came away with a victory
over the Newburg Wolves
by the score of 7-6.

In the bottom of the
6th, JacobGapsch reached
base with a walk. Justin
Bull entered the game as a
pinch runner and stole
second. Austin
Henderson hit a ball up
the middle to move Bull
over to second.

"Withthe score tied 6-6
I wasn't going to take any
chances," commented
Coach Ian Murray. "We
put the force balk play on,
Austin broke early to
second forcing a throw,
which scored Bull from
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third to give us the lead.
Execution was the key to
the win."

Sam Schulte pitched
the first five innings for
the Eagles, receiving a no
decision. The senior
righty fanned 7, walked 4
and gave up 5 runs on
two hits. "Sam throw OK
for us. When he got the
ball over the plate he got
us outs. He had some
control problems in the
second and fourth innings
that caused him
problems," said Coach
Murray. "Schulte will be
fine. He's one of the
hardest workers we have
on the field and he'll get
better." Ryan Struemph
came in the pitched the
final two innings for the
Eagles and got the win.
He gave up one hit,
walked 1 and fanned 2
and gave up 1 run.

Trent Helton had two
hits for the Eagles along
with 2 RBI's. Adam
Helton, Jacob Gapsch,
Austin Henderson and
Ryan Struemph all had
one hit. Henderson also
had 2 RBI's and Tyler
Wieberg had an RBI.

The JVEagles dropped
their first game of the year
7-5.

Austin Henderson got
the start and took the loss
for the Eagles. He fanned
7,walked 2, gave up 3 hits
and allowed 4 runs. Kody
Kleffner came in and
pitched the final 2
innings. The freshman
righty gave up 3 runs on 2

hits, walked 2 and fanned
3.

"We made a couple of
errors that could have
made the difference in
tonight's game. We
didn't get some key hits
when we needed them.
We had some hard hit
balls, but we hit them
right to the defenders,"
Coach Murray said.

Dominic Struemph
had 1 hit for the Eagles
and had 4 RBI's on the
night. Connor Backues
and Bryce Snodgrass had
the only other hits for the
Eagles. Snodgrass also
drove in one run.

Eagles
defeat
Stoutland

It took a squeeze play
in the bottom of the 8th
inning to get the victory
for the Vienna Eagles over
the defending district
champion Stoutland
Tigers.

Jacob Gapsch
squeezed Davis Beltz in to
give the Eagles the victory
by the score of 4-3. Trent
Helton got the start for the
Eagles and took a no. The
sophomore lefty pitched 4
innings, giving up two
runs, only 1 earned on 1
hit, striking out 2 and
walking 2. Josh Falter
picked up the win as he
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